Bearpoint and Black Forest Kennels
Dale & Brenda Merritt
www.bearpointkennel.com
bearpointkennel@yahoo.com
303-681-LABS (5227)

4X-GMPR Bearpoint’s Buckin Brandi SH
AKC (SR65806001) Color: Black
Eye CERF: Claer Color: Yellow Born: 11/21/2010
Clear: EIC, Pra-cd and CNM

Green = Master or Grand Master Pointer Retriever
Red = Titled Dogs
** Has produced pointing puppies

GMSPR Spioncop Christos Magic Baker SH
AKC (SN76942908) Color: Yellow
OFA: 65E OFEL: 65 CERF: LR-44669
DNA Profile # V 421404
Prdc/PRA Clear # LR-PRA402/93M-PI
EIC Clear # LR-EIC32/95M-PI

4X-GMPR Bearpoint’s Buckin Brandi SH
AKC (SR65806001) Color: Black
Eye CERF: Claer Color: Yellow Born: 11/21/2010
Clear: EIC, Pra-cd and CNM

4X-GMPR Bearpoint’s Triple Threat Excalibur MH (Cal)
SR61806603 Clear: EIC, PRA, and CNM
OFA: 24G OFEL: Normal
Color: Yellow Born: 3/30/2010

Spioncop Christo
(British Import)
(SN67328701)
Color: Yellow OFA: 24G
DNA Profile # V 116962

More Magic From Holzingers
(SN17002207)
OFA: 27G Color: Yellow

** FC Pin Oaks Texas Rex (SN447183/02)
Color: Yellow OFA: 28G OFEL: 28 CERF: 60
DNA Profile # V150050

** HPK’S Candida
AKC (SN774214/01)
Color: Yellow OFA: 25G CERF: Yes
Born: 09/16/2000

** Country’s Wildman Tank
AKC: SR13360503 OFA: 27E Color: Yellow

4X-GMPR Bearpoint’s Mighty Max SH
AKC: SR37135210 Color: Black
OFA: 29G OFEL: Good CERF: LR-49149
Clear EIC, Clear PRA, and Clear CNM

Green = Master or Grand Master Pointer Retriever
Red = Titled Dogs
** Has produced pointing puppies

GMSPR Bearpoint’s Mighty Max SH
AKC: SR37135210 Color: Black
OFA: 29G OFEL: Good CERF: LR-49149
Clear EIC, Clear PRA, and Clear CNM

** HPK’S Candida
AKC (SN774214/01)
Color: Yellow OFA: 25G CERF: Yes

** Country’s Wildman Tank
AKC: SR13360503 OFA: 27E Color: Yellow

More Magic From Holzingers
(SN17002207)
OFA: 27G Color: Yellow

** FC Pin Oaks Texas Rex (SN447183/02)
Color: Yellow OFA: 28G OFEL: 28 CERF: 60
DNA Profile # V150050

** HPK’S Candida
AKC (SN774214/01) Color: Yellow

Dale & Brenda Merritt
www.bearpointkennel.com
bearpointkennel@yahoo.com
303-681-LABS (5227)